
IS480 SUPERVISOR MEETING MINUTES 1 

 

Date 20th Aug 2013 
Week 
15 

Time 3:30PM – 4:30PM 

Venue Level 5, Meeting Room 

Attendees LEE Yi Xian, LIM Ken Khoon, TAN Mei Zhen, TAN Yun Xi, Fiona WOO Yu Mei 

Agenda 
1. Update supervisor about our project 

2. Determine next course of action for project 

 

Item  Discussion Points Follow Up Action 

1.  

Acceptance 

- Need to highlight the scope that we are doing for acceptance 

- How much is enough for acceptance? 

- David not sure too, need to check with seniors and probably Ben 

Gan. 

- What is our eventual goal and what we have accomplished so far 

 

Supervisor’s technical comments 

- Use case is the best for requirement gathering, along with 

screenshot. 

- 2 different actors should not have the same actions; split the 

general users. One person can wear two hats. 

- Use case should use verbs 

- Revising naming of roles.  

- Can have a database first without the CRUD functions to work on 

other modules first. 

- Once the user interface is ready, we can send to the client to 

agree and sign. 

 

Supervisor’s comments on scheduling 

- We should know our team’s speed. See how one use case take 

how long and the optimum speed. This will allow us to have a 

rough idea how much we can do for FYP. 

- Even if we are fast, should allocate sufficient buffer as there 

might be lots of missing linkages and bugs. 

- If we schedule user testing to be 26th Jan 2014, we would need to 

work very hard. 

 

Supervisor’s general comments 

- Supervisor suggested to show client diagram/screenshot when 

we explain the requirements. Easier for them to comprehend as 

compared to use case diagrams. 

- Don’t allow them to add more requirements along the way. 

- If he is not free to meet, we can always arrange a Skype meeting 

with him. 

 

Supervisor’s suggestions on how we can widen project scope 

Questions to ask Marc: 

 

1. When you need approval for 

any matter, eg appraisal, does it 

go through each line manager 

through the hierarchy or just 

the direct line manager and 

higher management? 

2. Do we assume that whatever 

rights higher management has, 

MD will have too? 

 

- Check around to see the scope for 

acceptance 



Summary of tasks to complete: 

 

Next Team Meeting Next Client Meeting 

26 Aug, Monday 3.30pm  

 

The meeting was adjourned at  1630 hrs. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments 

reported in the next three days. 

Prepared by, 

 Tan Yun Xi 

Vetted and edited by,  

Lee Yi Xian 

- Learn to generate PDF automatically. Learn how to email people 

automatically using the programme. 

- Notify employees by SMS 

- Build recommendation system. For example, simple notifies line 

manager that this particular guy has never had increment for the 

last 7 years. More analytics. 

- Improve user interface on other devices, such as iPad. 

2.  

Deliverables for next meeting with supervisor 

- Prototype  

- Project Schedule 

Hierarchy: Employee, Line Manager Higher Management, MD 

HR & Finance has Employee functions as well , Admin (these 3 

roles are not part of the hierarchy) 

 

S/N  Task description: Participants Involved: Due Date 

1.  

Start use case with verb, General User change to 

employee, include line manager 

 

Update modules accordingly 

All 26th Aug 

2.  
Collate questions from yesterday and today’s minutes. Yun Xi After Marc 

reply 

3.  Come up with the paper prototype All 26th Aug 

4.  Chase Marc if no reply by this coming Friday (23rd Aug) Yun Xi 23rd Aug 

5.  
Come out with the technologies/architecture/cloud 

serving/ browsers project is using etc. 

Ken Khoon & Yi Xian 26th Aug 

6.  
Come out with the functions we are doing for the 

acceptance 

All 23rd Aug 

7.  Project schedule and framework  Fiona 26th Aug 


